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Abstract. The authors have recently introduced a new generalized derivative operator n;m
1;2
;
that generalized many well-known operators. The trend of finding new differential or integral













to discuss some interesting results by using the technique of differential subordination. The
results include both subordination and inclusion. In the case of n D 0;2 D 0, we obtain the
results of Oros [11].
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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
Let A denote the class of functions of the form





which are analytic in the open unit disk U D f´ 2C W j´j < 1g on the complex plane
C. Let S; S.˛/; C.˛/.0 ˛ <1/ denote the subclasses ofA consisting of functions
that are univalent, starlike of order ˛ and convex of order ˛ in U , respectively. In
particular, the classes S.0/D S and C.0/D C are the familiar classes of starlike
and convex functions in U , respectively. And a function f 2 C.˛/ if Re.1C ´f 00
f 0 / >
˛: Furthermore a function f analytic in U is said to be convex if it is univalent and
f .U / is convex.
Let H .U / be the class of holomorphic functions in unit disk
U D f´ 2C W j´j < 1g. Consider
An D ff 2H .U / W f .´/D ´CanC1´nC1C ::: :; .´ 2 U/g; withA1 DA:
c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For a 2C and n 2ND f1;2;3; ::: ;g we let
H Œa;nD ff 2H .U / W f .´/D ´Can´nCanC1´nC1C ::: ; .´ 2 U/g:









the unit disk U D f´ 2C W j´j < 1g, the Hadamard product (or convolution) f g is
defined by





Next, we state the basic ideas on subordination. If f and g are analytic in U , then
the function f is said to be subordinate to g, written as
f  g or f .´/ g.´/ .´ 2 U/;
if and only if there exists the Schwarz function w, analytic in U , with w.0/D 0 and
jw.´/j< 1 such that f .´/D g.w.´// .´ 2 U/:
Furthermore if g is univalent in U , then f  g if and only if f .0/ D g.0/ and
f .U / g.U /. [see [14], p.36].
Let  W C3U !C and let h be univalent in U . If p is analytic in U and satisfies
the (second-order) differential subordination
 .p.´/;´p0.´/;´2p00.´/I´/ h.´/; .´ 2 U/; (1.2)
then p is called a solution of the differential subordination.
The univalent function q is called a dominant of the solutions of the differential
subordination, or simply a dominant, if p  q for all p satisfying (1.2).
A dominant Qq that satisfies Qq  q for all dominants q of (1.2) is said to be the best
dominant of (1.2). (Note that the best dominant is unique up to a rotation of U ).
Now, .x/k denotes the Pochhammer symbol (or the shifted factorial) defined by
.x/k D

1 for k D 0; x 2Cnf0g;
x.xC1/.xC2/:::.xCk 1/ for k 2ND f1;2;3; :::gand x 2C:




f .´/ given by the following definition.
















k; .´ 2 U/;








Special cases of this operator includes the Ruscheweyh derivative operator in two
cases when n;1
0;2
 Rn and n;0
1;0
 Rn [16], the Salagean derivative operator










[3], the generalized Salagean derivative operator in-









[5]. Now, let us recall the well known Carlson-
Shaffer operator L.a;c/ [4] associated to the incomplete beta function .a;cI´/,
defined by
L.a;c/ W A!A;

























f .´/ where aD 1;2;3; ::: :













; .´ 2 U/ (1.3)
where n;m 2N0 D f0;1;2:::gand2  1  0.
In addition, we need the following lemmas to prove our main results:
Lemma 1 ([9],p.71). Let h be analytic, univalent, convex in U , with h.0/ D a,




 h.´/; .´ 2 U/;
then









n / 1dt; .´ 2 U/:
The function q is convex and is the best .a;n/-dominant.
Lemma 2 ([8]). Let g be a convex function in U and let
h.´/D g.´/Cn˛´g0.´/;
where ˛ > 0 and n is a positive integer.
If
p.´/D g.0/Cpn´nCpnC1´nC1C ::: :; .´ 2 U/;
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is holomorphic in U and
p.´/C˛´p0.´/ h.´/; .´ 2 U/;
then
p.´/ g.´/
and this result is sharp.















f .t/dt; .´ 2 U and ´¤ 0/;
is a convex function.
In the present paper, we shall use the method of differential subordination to derive
certain properties of the generalized derivative operator n;m
1;2
f .´/: Note that, dif-
ferential subordination has been studied by various authors, and we follow the similar
work of Oros [12] and Oros and Oros [13].
2. MAIN RESULTS
Before we state our first theorem, we give another definition.
Definition 2. For n;m 2N0; 2  1  0 and 0 ˛ < 1; we letRn;m1;2.˛/ denote








> ˛; .´ 2 U/: (2.1)
It is clear that the classR0;1
1;0
.˛/R.1;˛/ consists of functions f 2A satisfying
Re.1´f 00.´/Cf 0.´// > ˛; .´ 2 U/;
studied by Ponnusamy [15] and many others.
Now we begin with our first result.
Theorem 1. Let
h.´/D 1C .2˛ 1/´
1C´ ; .´ 2 U/;












0  q.´/D 2˛ 1C 2.nC1/.1 ˛/ .n/
´nC1 ;





1C t dt; .´ 2 U/: (2.3)
The function q is convex and is the best dominant.














































D1Cp1´Cp2´2C ::: :; .p 2H Œ1;1; ´ 2 U/:
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i0  q.´/D 2˛ 1C 2.nC1/.1 ˛/ .n/
´nC1 :
The functions q is convex and is the best dominant. The proof is complete. 








ı D 2˛ 1C2.nC1/.1 ˛/ .n/ ;
where  is given by (2.3).
Proof. Let f 2 RnC1;m
1;2
.˛/, then from (2.1) we have
Re.nC1;m
1;2
f .´//0 > ˛; .´ 2 U/;




f .´//0  h.´/D 1C .2˛ 1/´
1C´ :





i0  q.´/D 2˛ 1C 2.nC1/.1 ˛/ .n/
´nC1 :








> Re q.1/Dı D ı.˛;1/
D2˛ 1C2.nC1/.1 ˛/ .n/ :
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.ı/: This completes the proof of Theorem
2. 
Theorem 3. Let q be a convex function in U , with q.0/D 1 and let
h.´/D q.´/C1´q0.´/; .´ 2 U/:










i0  q.´/; .´ 2 U/;










Using (2.4), the differential subordination (2.7) becomes
p.´/C ´p
0.´/
1Cn  h.´/D q.´/C1´q
0.´/; .´ 2 U/:
Using Lemma 2, we obtain






i0  q.´/; .´ 2 U/:
The result is sharp. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We give a simple application for Theorem 3.
Example 1. For nD 1; mD 0; 2  1  0; q.´/D 1C´1 ´ ; f 2A and ´ 2 U and
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.1C2 .k 1//k2 .k 1/ak ´k 2: (2.10)


























































1 ´ ; ; .´ 2 U/:
Theorem 4. Let q be a convex function in U , with q.0/D 1 and let
h.´/D q.´/C´q0.´/; .´ 2 U/:











 q.´/; ; .´ 2 U/:


















D1Cp1´Cp2´2C ::: :; .p 2H Œ1;1; ´ 2 U/:





0 D p.´/C´p0.´/; .´ 2 U/: (2.13)
Using (2.13), the differential subordination (2.11) becomes
p.´/C´p0.´/ h.´/D q.´/C´q0.´/;
and by using Lemma 2, we deduce
p.´/ q.´/; .´ 2 U/:






 q.´/; ; .´ 2 U/:
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This proves Theorem 4. 
We give a simple application of Theorem 4.
Example 2. For nD 1;mD 0; 2  1  0; q.´/D 11 ´ ; f 2A and ´ 2 U , by










































































1C´ ; .´ 2 U/













 q.´/D 2˛ 1C 2.1 ˛/ ln.1C´/
´
:


















D1Cp1´Cp2´2C ::: :; .p 2H Œ1;1; ´ 2 U/:





0 D p.´/C´p0.´/; .´ 2 U/: (2.16)
Using (2.16), the differential subordination (2.14) becomes
p.´/C´p0.´/ h.´/D 1C .2˛ 1/´
1C´ ; .´ 2 U/:



































 q.´/D 2˛ 1C 2.1 ˛/ ln.1C´/
´
:
The proof is complete. 
From Theorem 5, we deduce the following Corollary:
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> .2˛ 1/C2.1 ˛/ ln2; .´ 2 U/:
Proof. Since f 2 Rn;m
1;2








> ˛; .´ 2 U/;




f .´//0  h.´/D 1C .2˛ 1/´
1C´ :






 q.´/D .2˛ 1/C2.1 ˛/ ln.1C´/
´
:









> Re q.1/D .2˛ 1/C2.1 ˛/ ln2; .´ 2 U/:











; .´ 2 U/:


































D1Cp1´Cp2´2C ::: :; .p 2H Œ1;1; ´ 2 U/:
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0 D p.´/C´p0.´/; .´ 2 U/: (2.19)
Using (2.19), the differential subordination (2.17) becomes
p.´/C´p0.´/ h.´/; .´ 2 U/:

















From Lemma 3, we obtain that the function q is convex, and from Lemma 1, q is
the best dominant for the subordination (2.17). This completes the proof of Theorem
6. 
3. CONCLUSION
We remark that several subclasses of analytic univalent functions can be derived
using the operatorn;m
1;2
. Several of their properties can be studied with this method,
for example properties related to the ones that were studied in [7] and [6].
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